WHO/WHAT IS “TROTULA”?
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latest update: 6 June 2015

Note, 06 June 2015: I am updating this brief summary on the Salernitan healer Trota and the texts called the Trotula, with some information on medieval copies of the texts that have now been digitized and made freely available on the Internet.

In only a few seconds, any of the major Web browsers will bring you hundreds of “hits” for a search with the keyword “Trotula.” The vast majority of these websites will tell you that “Trotula” was an eleventh- (or twelfth-)century physician (or midwife) in the southern Italian town of Salerno who did (or did not) write the most important medieval text on women’s medicine and who did (or did not) teach at the medical school of the university of Salerno, perhaps even holding a professorial chair. She had (maybe) a husband and sons with whom she collaborated and even wrote a medical encyclopedia (or not). You will find that there is a street in Salerno named after her and a women’s clinic in Vienna. You will even find a website showing where on the planet Venus the “Corona Trotula” is located. (This is a great site, by the way: all the major geographical features on Venus are named after Earth women, both historical and legendary.)

The subtle (and sometimes outright contradictory) variations in these stories should be the first tip-off that something is seriously amiss with this scholarship. For most of these stories depend on generations of unsubstantiated inference and garbled data, culled together by amateur historians with modern axes to grind. This intrusion of modern politics into the construction of history is not unique to the story of “Trotula”—indeed, it is normative in history. Legends die very slowly and are surprisingly resistant to scholarly challenge. Nevertheless, modern investigations of the medieval evidence have produced a better understanding of the “Trotula” legend and how it came about. For those interested in the new versions of the “Trotula” story, here is a quick summary:

1) There was no historical woman named “Trotula.” Rather, there were numerous women in 12th-century Salerno with the name Trota (or, as it would have been spelled locally, Trocta). One of these was a healer and medical writer. More about her later.

2) “Trotula,” while not the name of a woman, is the documented name of a group of texts on women’s medicine that came out of 12th-century southern Italy, most probably Salerno. “Trotula,” therefore, should be understood as a title which refers to the three texts in this group:
   i. *Book on the Conditions of Women* (*Liber de sinhomatibus mulierum*)
   ii. *Treatments for Women* (*De curis mulierum*)
   iii. *Women’s Cosmetics* (*De ornatu mulierum*)

3) Who wrote the three Trotula texts? For the first and third, the works are anonymous though probably written by male authors. As for the second, it is attributed even in the earliest manuscripts to the healer Trota. Rather than having written it directly, however, Trota may have dictated parts of the work or somehow supervised its production.

4) What do we know about Trota? Virtually nothing. Claims about who her husband or children were are completely unsubstantiated. We can infer that she lived sometime in the early decades of the 12th century, but that’s as close as we can get. We do know, however, that besides her association with the *De curis mulierum*, she also wrote a *Practica* (Book of Practical Medicine) that collects her cures on a whole host of medical problems. Aside from surgery (which she does not mention), she seems to have
been a general practitioner and was not confined strictly to gynecology or obstetrics.

5) Was Trota the only woman healer in Salerno? Not at all. We have over five dozen references in 12th- and early 13th-century sources to “the women of Salerno” (mulieres Salernitane) as medical practitioners. None besides Trota is credited with writing a medical book and none, certainly, held a “chair” at the university. (The simplest way to remember why this is wrong is to note that, in the early 12th century, there were no “professors” of either gender since the University of Salerno did not yet exist!)

6) How did the legend of “Trotula” as the “first female professor of medicine” come about? It’s a complicated story arising from a confluence of factors, including medieval misogyny (fictions about a female authority “Trotula” were used to tout negative depictions of women in the 14th and 15th centuries, hence Chaucer’s inclusion of “her” in his “Book of Wicked Wives”), Renaissance philological emendations, early modern nationalistic pride, and 19th- and early 20th-century feminism. Here is an image of “Trotula” from a 14th-century French encyclopedia; the caption reads “How the woman teaches the clerk the secrets of nature.”
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Rennes, Bibliothèque Municipale, MS 593, an. 1303, f. 532r.

---

1 For further information on the image, see M. H. Green, *Making Women’s Medicine Masculine* (2008), pp. 223-225. This image is a screen capture of the digital reproduction posted on the Bibliothèque virtuelle des manuscrits médiévaux (BVMM) website, with this licensing agreement: “Sauf mentions contraires, les reproductions numériques sont couvertes, conformément à la décision du Comité scientifique de pilotage de la BVMM, par une licence CC BY NC 3.0, autorisant la reproduction des données sous condition de citation et uniquement pour des opérations non commerciales.”
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For further information:

editions:


studies on Trota and the genesis of the legend of “Trotula”:


Digitized Manuscripts of the Trotula – The availability of digitized photographs of medieval manuscripts is radically expanding the kind of work that can be done. I will be adding to this list as new materials become available. I employ here the formula for identifying the different manuscripts and
different versions of the texts that I laid out in my three main studies on the manuscript tradition of the *Trotula*:


**Latin Manuscripts**

Lat16: Cambridge, Trinity College, MS R.14.30 (903), ff. 187r-204v (new foliation, 74r-91v) (s. xiii ex., France): proto-ensemble (incomplete),
http://sites.trin.cam.ac.uk/manuscripts/R_14_30/manuscript.php?fullpage=1

Lat49: Wellcome Library, MS 544, Miscellanea Medica XVIII, pp. 65a-72b, 63a-64b, 75a-84a (s. xiv in., France): intermediate ensemble,
http://wellcomelibrary.org/player/b19745588?asi=0&ai=86&z=0.1815%2C0.5167%2C0.2003%2C0.1258&r=0

**Vernacular Manuscripts**

**French**

Fren1a: Cambridge, Trinity College, MS O.1.20 (1044), ff. 21rb-23rb (s. xiii\(^2\), England): Les secrees de femmes, ed. in Hunt 2011 (cited above),
http://sites.trin.cam.ac.uk/manuscripts/O_1_20/manuscript.php?fullpage=1 (see also Fren3 below)

Fren21a: Kassel, Murhardsche Bibliothek der Stadt und Landesbibliothek, 4° MS med. 1, ff. 16v-20v (ca. 1430-75), http://orka.bibliothek.uni-kassel.de/viewer/image/1297331763218/35/

Fren 3a: Cambridge, Trinity College, MS O.1.20 (1044), ff. 216r–235v, s. xiii\(^2\) (England), ed. in Hunt, *Anglo-Norman Medicine*, II (1997), 76–107,
http://sites.trin.cam.ac.uk/manuscripts/O_1_20/manuscript.php?fullpage=1

**Irish**

Ir1b: Dublin, Trinity College, MS 1436 (E.4.1), pp. 101-107 and 359b-360b (s. xv):
http://www.isos.dias.ie/english/index.html. Search under the Library and then the individual shelfmark.

\(^2\) All three studies are available for free download on my Academia.edu page.
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